Peninsular SIZING CHARTS & APPLICATION DATA SHEETS are to be used when a person in the field is in need of interchanging a NON-STANDARD MILL TYPE Cylinder built by another cylinder manufacturer. Due to the fact that NON-STANDARD cylinders are not covered by NFPA or ISO Standards and various manufacturers build to their own "standards", Peninsular has designed these SIZING CHARTS & APPLICATION DATA SHEETS to aid in the interchange process. By faxing the information contained on the SIZING CHART & APPLICATION DATA SHEET, Peninsular will have the necessary information to correctly quote the replacement cylinder. By completing the APPLICATION DATA SHEET, we will obtain important information to manufacture your cylinder per the dimensional information you supply.

THE STEPS NECESSARY TO ACCOMPLISH THE CYLINDER TRANSLATION ARE:

1. CLICK on the cylinder picture that most closely resembles the cylinder you are researching. The applicable CYLINDER SIZING CHART & APPLICATION SHEET will download. You can also elect to use the basic mill cylinder template (No Mount-MX0) to design your own cylinder.

2. Print both the SIZING CHART & APPLICATION DATA SHEET.

3. FILL in ALL DIMENSIONS and information as requested on BOTH pages.

4. Fax your completed SIZING CHART & APPLICATION DATA SHEET to Peninsular Cylinder Company - Attention - Customer Service at (586) 775-4545. IMPORTANT: Make sure to enter your own contact information in the square box located at the upper right hand corner of each sizing chart that you fax back to Peninsular.